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1.0 – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
It is imperative the Warfighter and Law Enforcement Officer be well-trained and an expert in handling
and employing their weapon(s) to identify, engage, and neutralize threats in a timely manner. The more
complex, dynamic, interactive, and representative of real-life scenarios, the more realistic and beneficial
training becomes. Traditional firearm targets such as paper silhouettes or steel plates do not offer this
kind of realism and training value. Traditional “pop-up” target systems are employed to achieve this, but
at the sacrifice of cost, portability, and ease of use.
Trigger Interactive employs a wireless system of Smart Target Attachments that mount to steel firearm
targets and allows a range to interact with a shooter by providing random target exposures with variable
time constraints. This system provides superior threat identification and engagement training while
tracking shooting performance through the controlling app’s software. Trigger Interactive offers all of
the benefits of the traditional “pop-up” systems, but at a fraction of the size, weight, and cost due to
separating the interactive electronics from proprietary targets.

2.0 - THE PROBLEM – Current Live-Fire Training Systems and Firearm Targets
2.1 – “Pop-Up” Systems
Traditional live-fire training systems (Figure 1) tend to be extremely expensive, heavy, cumbersome to
move (if they are even portable), complicated, and force the end user to continuously purchase
proprietary targets after the initial purchase. Systems that use expendable targets decrease in hit
detection reliability as shooters continue to degrade the target body with bullet holes. These systems;
however, offer a high degree of training value and realism due to providing random target exposures
and variable time constraints which are meant to mimic enemy combatant movements down-range and
force the shooter to visually identify and engage threats as quickly as possible. This is some of the best
training possible which helps consumers stomach the high price point.

Figure 1: "Pop-Up" Style Live-Fire Training System
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2.2 – Static Steel and Paper Targets
On the opposite end of the spectrum, firearm targets such as paper silhouettes or steel plates (Figure 2)
offer little realism as they are static objects meant to be shot. This is not representative of real-life
situations. The shooter usually pre-identifies the target or mentally pre-establishes the order in which he
or she will engage the target or set of targets. Paper targets are very quickly destroyed by bullets and
have to be constantly replaced. This is both a time drain and a safety concern as users have to travel
down-range to replace targets. Because of the low price point and availability of these target-types, they
are frequently used by all shooter types and experience levels.

Figure 2: Static Paper and Steel Targets

3.0 – THE SOLUTION – Trigger Interactive Smart Target Attachment System
Trigger Interactive features a patented system of wireless devices called Smart Target Attachments (STA)
(Figure 3). STA’s mount to the non-impact side of steel firearm targets and transform them into a stateof-the-art small arms live-fire training system at a fraction of the cost while simultaneously increasing
portability, reliability, life expectancy, and simplicity.
Controlled from an app on a smart device, each system allows users to customize different training
scenarios. Each STA uses an indicator flag to visually signal the shooter which target to engage instead of
the entire target actuating up and down. The user has set amount of time to hit the specified target
before it deactivates and is counted as a miss. Once a target is hit, the device will read the impact on the
steel plate and record the hit.

*Engage active targets.
*Do not engage inactive
targets.
Figure 3: Smart Target Attachment System
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3.1 – Increased Training Realism
Trigger Interactive increases live-fire training realism because the shooter does not know which target
or set of targets, will present themselves each iteration. With a spread of targets over various distances
on a range, Trigger Interactive trains a shooter to have better situational awareness and to identify and
engage threats in a faster and more efficient manner.
3.2 – Real-Time Shooting Performance Statistics and Scoring
The Trigger Interactive app (Figure 4) is free to download on any Android
device (iOS coming soon). The app allows for complete customization of the
shooting scenarios and tracks a shooters performance, in real-time. Shooters
can see their overall time, split times, average reaction time, targets hit,
targets missed, hit percentage, and score.
3.3 – High Training Value Ratio to Cost
By separating the interactive electronics from proprietary targets, and building
them into Smart Target Attachments, we can greatly reduce the size, weight,
and cost of an interactive live-fire training system.
3.4 – Use of Non-Proprietary Targets
Allowing the interactive electronics to attach to steel targets give the end user
the ability to choose the size, type, shape, thickness, and cost of their own
targets. Users are not forced to continuously purchase proprietary targets and
have the freedom to choose options from any manufacturer or vendor.
Figure 4: Trigger Interactive App

3.5 – Remote Target Reset
After a training scenario is complete the targets are able to be remotely reset from your smart device.
There is no need to travel down range to replace or reset targets. This greatly reduces the amount of
time consumed not training and reduces risk by allowing users to stay behind the firing line during
training.

3.6 – System Modularity and Expandability
The devices that comprise the Trigger Interactive Smart Target Attachment System are a Control Hub,
Smart Target Attachments, and Signal Repeaters. Each system can operate with up to 10 devices each.
Apart from a Control Hub, devices can be added or removed in a system at any time. This allow a user to
purchase a system at a lower price point and expand the size and capabilities of their system later on.
3.7 – System Portability
The STAs only weigh 6 ounces each and can be installed (and removed) on multiple targets. A system
can easily be set up in under 5 minutes by a single user. The Deluxe Pack, consisting of one Control Hub,
six STAs, a signal repeater, 20 indicators all fit into a 20” X 15” X 9” hard carrying case for easy
transportation and protection.
3.8 – Increased Reliability and Longevity
Because Trigger Interactive uses steel firearm targets, when a target is hit, the impact will always be
read. Traditional live-fire training systems utilize expendable targets that wear out due to numerous
bullet holes. This means that bullets will eventually pass right through the targets without reading a hit.
Steel targets are also known for their longevity, lasting thousands of rounds.
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4.0 – SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
4.1 – Caliber Usage and Life Expectancy
STAs can be utilized with weapons from .22 caliber up to 7.62X51mm. Initial testing results show STAs
able to withstand 40,000+ impacts each.
4.2 – Wireless Signal Distance
When paired together, Trigger Interactive devices establish an interconnected mesh network (Figure 5).
STAs can operate at a maximum distance of 175 yards, each, from a Control Hub. Signal Repeaters can
boost the wireless range up to 500 yards, each. Each type of device can relay signals to each other to
create a mesh network of interconnected devices that can achieve distances of over 3,000 yards.

Figure 5: Trigger Interactive Mesh Network and Signal Ranges

4.3 – Battery Life and Charging
Each device contains a rechargeable lithium-ion battery with a waterproof USB-C charging port. All
devices can last up to 11 hours on standby and can operate for up to 8 hours under continuous
operation.
4.4 – Environmental Considerations
All devices in the system are weather and dust proof. The housing designs and materials are engineered
to be shock, drop, and UV resistant.
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5.0 – DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURING, PRICING, AND AVAILABILITY
5.1 – Development
Trigger Interactive was developed by a team of engineers with military service backgrounds while
working with various law enforcement agencies, competition shooters, and shooting ranges. Now that
initial development is complete, Trigger Interactive has the ability to continuously improve its software
suite in order to provide increasingly realistic training scenarios for shooters.
5.2 – Manufacturing
Trigger Interactive is a veteran-owned company with an all American made product – including the
electronics. Our circuit boards are made in South Dakota, our injection-molded housings are made in
Texas, our labels/adhesives are made in Minnesota, and all our devices are hand-built and shipped out
from our facility in Brookings, SD.
5.3 – Pricing and Packages
Trigger Interactive offers a variety of packages tailored to various types of shooters. Our entry level pack
starts at $399 and our all-inclusive pack (Figure 6) tops out at $2,249 with several other options in
between.

X40

X9
Figure 6: All-Inclusive Pack

5.5 – Reference Links
 To view our product explanation video, see https://triggerinteractive.com/.
 For more information on the available packages, see https://triggerinteractive.com/store/.
 To view examples on how to train with the system, instructional videos, and user manuals, see
https://triggerinteractive.com/support/.
5.6– Why you should TRAIN SMARTER with Trigger Interactive!
1. Increase your training realism with random target presentations and variable time constraints
2. Utilize your shooting performance statistics to quickly improve your marksmanship skills
3. Expand the size and capabilities of your modular system at any time
4. No need to go down range to replace or reset targets
5. Portable and rechargeable system allows for easy setup and tear down on range day
6. Choose your own size, type, shape, thickness, and cost of targets from any manufacturer/vendor
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